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Welcome to the April Fools HFR.  It’s a contest between Vlad the Mad and F. Joe Biden as to who the biggest 
fool on earth is today.  We’ll get to Pootie later.  Let’s talk about FJB.

As recounted by Skye yesterday, what happened at a hearing of the House Judiciary Committee on Tuesday 
(3/29) was revelatory in the extreme: Gaetz Enters Hunter Biden Laptop Data Into Congressional Record.

Judiciary has 41 members, 25D-19R.  His request had to have unanimous approval from all – and he got it, after 
chairman Teapot Nadler took a ten minute break to get his orders from Pelosi.  Now scan through the picture list 
of the Dem 25 on House Judiciary.  There’s no greater collection of radical leftie demtards anywhere else in 
Congress.

Yet all of them got the message: vote to put the entire contents of the Laptop from Hell into the CR and the 
public domain where anyone in the world can read it online.  All the gross-out slimeball stuff of Hunter’s, yes, 
but all the emails and crooked deals cutting FJB in on them too.

Skye concludes this is very persuasive evidence that “Xiden’s puppeteers have decided that Sloppy Joe has got 
to go, and go before the midterms wipe out their control of Congress.”  It’s a conclusion hard to avoid.

************

 

But how exactly would this work?  All polls show there won’t be any Red Wave in November, but a Red 
Tsunami sweeping the Dems out to sea.  Getting FJB to resign will be messy, and what if he doesn’t want to, 
even after his corruption with, say, China fully exposed and being criminally indicted?  Or say he’s removed via 
the 25th.

Do the Dems think there won’t be any backlash, with hordes of voters recognizing the charade as just a ploy to 
avoid election loss?  Do they really believe they’ll be hailed as electable heroes giving Poor Old Joe the boot, 
replacing him with Eternally Unlovable Kamala, while continuing their sameold Woketard Greenie-CRT-
Tranny-$10 gas policies as Bidenflation segues into Harrisflation?

If they do, they’ll be crashing and burning just as badly as Vlad the Mad.

************

 

As you may know, I have a number of sources on the ground in Ukraine including a combat vet TTPer.  The 
deluge I’m getting, pics and vid clips of mind-boggling destruction of Russian tanks, APCs, missile launchers 
throughout battle areas is overwhelming.

https://www.zerohedge.com/political/matt-gaetz-enters-hunter-biden-laptop-data-congressional-record
https://judiciary.house.gov/about/members.htm


Then there are the vid clips of battle-hardened Ukrainian soldiers in tears of anger over their having to kill or 
main conscript Russian teenagers, just “Putin’s cannon fodder” dying in the thousands for one man’s criminally 
insane goal of conquest.

No point in putting up this as it’s so repetitive.  What happened early this morning (4/01) is another matter.  The 
Ukrainians staged their own Doolittle Raid into Russia.  At dawn’s early light, 2 Ukrainian Mi-24 Hind 
helicopter gunships scooted low 25 miles into Russia north of Kharkiv, and blew up the massive military fuel 
storage at Belograd, burning up millions of gallons of engine and jet fuel.

Here are the missile strikes:

Here’s the depot on fire:

Here are the two Hinds racing low on the safe return to Ukraine:

Russian state media TASS reported the Belograd depot supplies much of the fuel for Russia’s war (“special 
operation”) upon Ukraine, with 16,000 cubic meters or 3.5 million gallons now “engulfed” by fire that was 
spreading to a similarly large storage area.  As of late this morning, the fire was still raging:

How cool is that?!?!  Slava Ukrayini!

************

 

In sum: Ukraine soldiers and paramilitaries are now on the offensive in every battle area, continually 
recapturing towns and Russian materiel (the latter hauled away by tractors to workshops where it’s repaired for 
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use against their previous owners).  They will not stop fighting until every Russian soldier is out of Ukraine 
dead or alive – and that includes the Donbas.  Crimea may – may – have to wait.

Biden’s call – “For God’s sake, this man cannot remain in power!”– was a true Cri de Coeur, a cry of the heart, 
as the quickest way this insane horror can end is Putin’s end, politically or physically.  It was a plea for a palace 
coup, FSB or military to take him down.  Abramovich and fellow oligarchs getting bankrupted could up his ante 
of one measly million to pay the Wagner Group one billion dollars in gold for his head on pike, gold on delivery.

In any regard, however it happens, Pootie is not going to remain in power for much longer.  Whomever replaces 
him will have to focus on keeping Russia from disintegrating economically and politically – not on Ukraine or 
anywhere else.  Finland, Sweden, Georgia, and Ukraine will join NATO – for it is a defensivealliance to protect 
its members from Russian aggression. Obviously now with good reason.

The next big question mark will be China of course, but let’s stop at the immediate future just outlined and get 
back to the US.

************

 

Using the Laptop from Hell to get FJB back to his basement in time for a President Cackle before the midterms 
is, well, as goofy as anything the senile old coot in the White House now has ever advocated.  It’s all a kabuki 
sideshow doing totally nothing to address the three issues causing the coming Dem electoral demise:  Inflation, 
Illegals, and Wokeness.

The Dem Leopard has to change its spots on all three to have any chance at all, and we all know about leopards 
and spots.

Yesterday, FJB opened the taps to drain one-third of the nation’s Strategic Oil Reserve to temporarily bring 
down gas prices and at the very same time blocked offshore oil development: Biden Nixes Offshore Oil Leases 
Thru 2023 While Tapping Strategic Oil Reserve.  Do nothing to solve the problem on one hand, and make it 
worse with the other.  That’ll work.

As Congresslady Kat Cammack (R-FL) explained on Fox last night (3/31):

 

 “They are doing this because they are so concerned about Biden’s sinking, plummeting poll 
numbers that they are desperate for anything. … this move to basically drain a third of our 
strategic oil reserves, this is ludicrous. This is putting our national security at risk, it’s not going to 
lower the prices. It’s not meeting the demand. The thing that we need to do is get the domestic 
production back up. But they need to release all the red tape that they have tied our producers up 
with. That is what is going to get us going again. But all they have done is deflect, redirect, and 
misdirect the American people.”
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Drill, baby, drill. Get the government out of the way, get the oil and gas out of the ground. Get the government 
out of the way of the economy in general. Have a budget that spends less, not more.  This is not rocket science, 
Dem guys ‘n gals. But you’re trapped in your Greenie box and can’t get out.

How about the flood of illegals that’s causing voter enragement across the country? The least Dems could do is 
try and reduce it, right? Nope.  This afternoon (4/01), FJB ordered the border floodgates opened even wider: 
Title 42: Biden Administration Announces Official End To Restrictions At The US Border.

This is clinically insane – and politically insane too.  DHS is predicting close to 20,000 illegals crossing the 
border a day now.  Way to win voter hearts and minds, folks.

Then there’s Wokeness.  There is something called, believe it or not, International Tranny Visibility Day, also 
known as World Self-Mutilation Day – which should have been held today on April Fools Day.  But no, it was 
yesterday, and PedoJoe took center stage in celebration: Biden Says Trans People ‘Made In Image Of God,’ 
Parents Must ‘Affirm’ Identity.

More like a Rebuke of God, you’d think. Yet the Old Pedo was just getting started: Joe Biden Applauds 
Transgenderism with Launch of New ‘X’ Gender Marker on US Passports and ID.

And he topped the perversity off with: Biden Administration Endorses Transgender Youth Sex-Change 
Operations, ‘Top Surgery,’ Hormone Therapy: WH Encourages Gender Reassignment Surgery, Puberty 
Blockers, Hormone Therapy For Transgender Minors.

 

“The Department of Health and Human Services’ Office of Population Affairs released adocument
Thursday titled ‘Gender Affirming Care and Young People.’ The HHS documents describe what it 
calls appropriate treatments for transgender adolescents, including: ‘Top’ surgery – to create male-
typical chest shape or enhance breasts; and ‘Bottom’ surgery – surgery on genitals or reproductive 
organs, facial feminization or other procedures.

 

Medical and psychosocial gender affirming healthcare practices have been demonstrated to yield 
lower rates of adverse mental health outcomes, build self-esteem, and improve overall quality of 
life for transgender and gender diverse youth.”

 

This is a mentally and morally ill White House.  What difference would Harris rather than Biden make to it?  
The sickness has pervaded the Democrat Party and tragically much of Corporate America.  The Poster Child for 
the latter has become that former icon of childhood innocence and decency, Disney.

Walt has to be throwing up in revulsion lying in his cryo-crypt, his beloved company taken over by the 
Gaystapo.  Tom Lifson sums it up in his Disney Death Wish, a must-read. As does Mike Ramirez:
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The entire Democrat Party-Woke Left suffers this same death wish from which there is no exit.

You can see this not only in the huge popularity of Florida’s Ron DeSantis in telling Disney and  the Woke Mob 
to shove their hatred of parents (and of children really) up their noses.

It’s that, as reported today (4/01), more and more states are joining him: Not Just Florida: States Weigh Bills 
Banning Gender ID And Sexual Orientation Instruction.

On Wednesday (3/30), Oklahoma became the 14th state to ban transgender men from participation in girls’ high 
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school or college sports. Yesterday (3/31), Arizona became the 15th, with Gov. Ducey signing a bill that also 
outlaws abortion after 15 weeks of pregnancy (plus a law requiring proof of US citizenship to vote).

The other 13 states with bans on tranny men competing with women: Alabama, Arkansas, Florida, Georgia, 
Idaho, Iowa, Mississippi, Montana, South Dakota, Tennessee, Texas, Utah, West Virginia. Upcoming: Kansas, 
Louisiana, Missouri, North Dakota.  Legislators in Indiana plan to override Gov. Holcomb’s veto.

************

 

So the Red Tsunami is coming.  It’s hard to see how the Dems can stop or divert it.  Their only hope is that the 
GOP will let their RINOs screw things up enough to botch a victory – which as we know they assuredly have 
the capacity to do.

Nonetheless, the least you can say is that right now, the Dems are behind the 8-ball, and the Pubs can run the 
table

************

 

Let’s close on something funny.

Last Friday (3/25), North Korea claimed it had launched a new mobile ICBM capable of hitting the United 
States with multiple nuclear warheads.  Here’s the DPRK government video:

x

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oEfz9iZZvfs&t=5s

I sent the clip to a friend and fellow TTPer who is a real rocket scientist and has consulted with the Defense 
Intelligence Agency to analyze such launches.  His conclusion:

 

“That is a liquid propellant missile with two rocket engines.  I think most likely LOX + jet fuel.  It is 
not a mobile launch missile.  Video is fake.  As Honest Abe Lincoln wisely said, ‘Don’t believe 
everything that you see on the internet’.”

 

Fat Kim loses again.
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